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ON THE INTRODUCTION OF COMPLEMENTIZERS
　　　　　　　　　　Tsutomu Kato
(Ｄｅｐａｒ£ｍｅｒiｔ of Ｅ-mgliｓh., Ｆａｃｕlりｏｆ Ａｒtｓ ａｎｄ Ｓｃｉｅｎｃｅｓ)
　The first remarkable approach t0 the introduction of complementizers (that, foΓ-to and
's-ing^ is　found　in　Rosenbaum (1967).　Bresnan, however, argues against Rosenbaum゛Ｓ
approach where complementizers are transformationally introduced.' One basis of her counter-
argument　is　that the insertion prohibition　condition proposed by Chomsky is　necessarily
violated　if　complementizers　are　transformationally　introduced.^　Since this condition　is　ａ
condition on transformational rules, the violation of this condition can be avoided in principle
if complementizers　are introduced　by　a phrase　structure rule or rules. This approach is
the one proposed　in　Bresnan （19ﾌ0, 1972). The former half　of this article discusses　the
insufficiency of Bresnan's framework, and　the latter　half discusses　the problem raised by
the introduction of complementizers by a phrase structure rule or rules.
　The following phrase structure rules are proposed in Bresnan (1970 : p.312).
　　　　　　　　－（1）S→COMP S
COMP→{ご|
According to these phrase structure rules, (2. a) and (2. b), for example, have the same
underlying structure（3）.
　　　　(2) a. I believe that he is honest,
　　　　　　b. I believe he is honest
(3) S，
S1
　　　　S2
CO厄一‾‾~几
　｜　　乙
that　　　he be honest
?
??
Ｎ
believe
We can find from this example that the complementizer that dominated　by　COMPi must
obligatorily be deleted, and the complementizer 法αＺdominated by COMP, may optionally
be deleted. Two distinct transformational rules, therefore, are necessary to delete the same
complementizer that. One is applicable only to non-embedded sentences, and the other is
applicable only to embedded sentences. But these two cannot be collapsed by any conven-
tion. The grammar containing these transformational rules, therefore, is given lower value
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－in this respect. It is obvious from the above discussion that the node Ｓ must be ａ cyclic
node within Bresnan's framework.
　･Bresnan proposes the fixed subject constraint'　and the following order of transformational
rules.■･
1ろ2
(7)
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　　　　　(4) Subject Raising
　　　　　　　Passive　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　卜
　　　　　　　Complementizer Deletion
　　　　　　　Preposition Deletion (before complementizers)
　　　　　　　Question Formation
The fiχed subject constraint and the rule order presented above are necessary to explain
the syntactic difference, for example, betweenｈｅｌｉｅ＾＞Ｒａｎｄ■ｗａｎt.
　　　　　(5) a. We wanted the doctor to examine John.
　　　　　　　b. *The doctor was wanted to examine John,
　　　　　　　c. We believed the doctor to have convinced Bill.
　　　　　　　d. The doctor was belived to have convinced Bill.
This difference　can be explained under　the assumptior!　that the complement of ｔむantis S
and the complement of &ｊz･eveis S， and the fixed subject constraint prohibits Subject Rais-
ing from applying　to the subject of the complement 0fてむα磋　The underlying　structure
for (6) is roughly (7). In　this case, we must conclude　that Passive is applicable to the
　　　　　　　　　　　　－embedded S. Both S and S， therefore, must　be cyclic nodes within BresnaがS framework.
（6）l believe Bill to have been convinced by 恥hり
ご二
｜　∠二こ乙
believe John have convinced
Bill
　Though the method of the introduction of 加iS not sufficiently discussed by Bresnan, it
is obvious that to cannot be introduced as ａ complementizer (or ａ part of it). If to is also
ａ complementizer (ｏr ａ part of it), the Ｃｏｅχistence　of　/70 tμand l0 , for ｅχample, cannot
be explicable, for complementizers must be mutually ｅχelusive within Bresnan's framework.
　　　　　(8)Ｄｏ you know how to drive ａ car ？
The following explanation　is given　to account for　the derivation　of　the sentences which
present the same problem as (8).5
　　　　　... an apparent problem with the clain! that WH is a complementizer　is the
　　　　　existence of constructions like
　　　　　　　(59) John did㎡t know how to amuse himself in the forest
　　　　　　　(60)Ｔｈｅ Boy Scouts wondered who to obey
　　　　　　　(61) They couldn't decide whether to strike or not
　　　　　一一　for in these ｅχamples there is both ａ WH and an infinitive. But in fact
　　　　　these sentences are not countereχamples to the phrase structure hypothesis, for
　　　　　there　is evidence that all such infinitives　are predictable from　the deletion or
㈲圓
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　　　　　case-marking of their subjects …(59) probably derives from an intermediate
　　　　　form similar to
　　　　　　　　(62) John. didn't know (hoｗ he, amuse himself in the forest)
　　　　　by the deletion　of the　subject /lりunder　identity　to Johui　and the　automatic
　　　　　formation of the infinitive Evidence that infinitive-formation in these structures
　　　　　is the result of subject deletion and not of complementizer choice　is provided
　　　　　by this fact: where the subject has no　antecedent -- and hence deletion under
　　　　　identity is impossible 一一the Ｗ万一plus-infinitive construction is impossible:
　　　　　　　　(63) *It is not known where to go
　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Cf. It is not known where he should go)
　　　　　　　　(64) *It doesn't matter what to do
　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Cf. It doesn't matter what one does)
We can conclude that Infinitive Formation must　be ａ transformational rule, for it is appli-
cable after　the transformational　rule which deletes the subject ＆l under identity to John.。
The structural　change　which　results　frdm　the application　of Infinitive･ Formation is the
adjunction of to to the left　of amuse. This means that to is transformationally introduced
by Infinitive Formation. (L()shows the derivation of the sentence (9) (Bresnan's (59))｡
　　　　　(9) John didn't know how to amuse himself in the forest.
Neg　　NP
John.　　past know
COMP,
　｜
WH
がｅ＝
self
し」嬰
りei
in
amuse him･
the　forest
to
　　　　　　　　　　　－On the S2 cycle the complementizer substitution transformation applies.
　　　　　On the s, cycle /lら･isdeleted under identity to Ｊｏｈｎ≫.
　　　　　On the s. cycle　Infinitive Formation　applies inserting　LO to the left　ofａｍｕsｅ
　　　　　dominated by S2.
This is　no other than　the violation　of the insertion prohibition condition, for　lθ　isintro-
duced on the s. cycle to the left of the verbど%mu∫e dominated by S。which is also a cyclic
node.
yy）ニム
／
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　　　　　Consider the derivation of the following sentence｡
　　　　　圈　He seems to be rich
In this case, too, the violation　of the insertion prohibition　condition cannot　be avoided if
to is transformationally introduced, for the information　that the complement　of seevi is not
－
S but S is necessary for to to be properly introduced. If the information cannot be gained,
the ungrammatical sentence (14) derives.
U3）
∠二、
be　rich
to
　　　　M *It seems that he to be rich.
　The violation　of the insertion prohibition　condition cannot　be avoided　in the case that
the appearance ｏＤ。depends on the presence ｏｆんr. In this case, the information that/o「
is present　is　gained　only　on the　S　cycle, but　to is･ introduced　to the left　of the verb
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－dominated by S， which is also dominated by S.
　　　　回　For you to find me this way embarrasses me.
旧
　The above　discussion shows　that　the　transformational rule which ｖio】ates the insertion
prohibition condition　is necessary　even within　Bresnan's framework if lO　is transformatio-
nally introduced We must conclude that BresnaがS proposal。is self-contradictory in this
respect｡
　It is obvious, however, that the transformational introduction of to is not　the only DOS-
sible method within the framework of transformational grammar. Υo may be intioduced by
a phrase structure rule or rules. In the case of dd, however, no phrase structure rule can
introduce　Ｚ。, for the appearance of to depends on the deletion of equi-NP and no phrase
structure rule can refer to the application of transformational rules. In the case of (12), the
phrase structure rules of (17) will be necessary. But the two phrase structure rules which
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rewrite ６ cannot be collapsed. The modification of the definition of phrase･ structure rule,
therefore, willbe needed and this modification willlead to an undesirable result.
　　　　　　　　　－㈲ S―* COMP S
COMP→{迩}
Ｓ→NP Aux VP
　　　　　　　　　－
ＶＰ→Ｖ{1}
　　　　　　　　　　S→NP to Vpe
In the case of (15), context- sentsitive　phrase　structure　rules must be admitted, for the
appearance of to depends on the presenｃｅ of　ｆｏｒ.　lt･tｏｏ･will lead　to　an　undesirable
　　　　　　　　　　/　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●result.' ぶ ・
　　　　　　　　　　－（１８）Ｓ－→COMP Ｓ
CＯＭＰヤ{蕊|
　　　　　　Ior･S→for NP to VP
We can conclude that the problem concerning the insertion prohibition condition is not
solved even within Bresnan's formework. ^
　Many universal conditions on transformational and (semantic) interpretive rules are pro-
posed in Chomsky (1973). The insertion prohibition condition is modified and generalized
as　the　strict　cycle　condition.'　Chomsky's　hypothesisis　based　on the following phrase
structure rules.'"
(19) S→COMP Ｓに
　　ｙ→NP Aux VP
　　ＣＯＭＰ→ＰＮＰ土WH
Aｕｘ→lj?りごtｏl
The complementizers Qforyto and 's-ing are direct】y introduced and the complementizer that
1S transformationally introduced." The most remarkable point is that the empty node COMP
is introduced by these phrase structure rules.'^
　　　　　We impose the condition that no lexical item can be inserted into COMP by
　　　　　base rules; that is, we require that the terminal string dominated by COMP in
　　　　　the base is null.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ
Chomsky is trying to justify the proposed universal conditions depending on this COMP "
The introduction of the empty node COMP requires the fundamental modification of the
definition of phrase-marker. The motivation of the introduction of COMP,therefore, needs
reasons　other　than　the　proposed　universal　conditions　are justified　if the empty node is
permitted." But it　seems　that　there is no convincing reason other than the iustification of
the proposed universal conditions.
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　One argument for the introduction of that, iforyto, 's-ing and WH by phrase Structure
rules is based on the assumption that complementizers subcategorize verbs, and they, there-
fore, must be present at the level ０ｆdeep structure. According to this proposal, the reason
why believe takes -WH is ａ purely syntactic phenomenon concerning subcategorization. ^^
Chomsky, however, states as follows in spite of his proposal. ''^
　　　　　We suppose ‥バhat leχical items are subcategorized with respect to the choice
　　　　　of COMP and Aux in embedded complement sentences. For ｅχａｍｐ!ｅ，the item
　　　　　ａ遥in the sense of“ask a question,”ａｓｉｎＹｏｕａｓたｄｍｅｌむｈｏＪｏｈｎsaw, must
　　　　　take ａ ＋ＷＨ COMP in the embedded sentence; but in the sense of “request”
　　　　　it will take ａ -WH COMP with subjunctive ａｓl aｓfethat ｙｏｕｌｅａｖｅ　ａtｏｎｃｅ.
This statement is of great importance, for it implies that the the choice of COMP is deter-
mined by　the　semantic　content　of ask i.e.,“ask a question” or “requestﾊﾟ’lf the above
explanation of the choice of COMP is true, the argument for the introduction of COMP by
phrase structure rules, which is based on the syntactic requirement concerning subcategori-
zation, loses　one basis　and　is weakebed. In the above　case, we can find no syntactic
reason concerning the choice of COMP. The necessity of the empty node COMP at the
level of deep structure also loses one basis for its justification.
　　Chomsky proposes the following base･ condition on the basis of the distribution of 一函ｇ
　nominals ^'　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-･
(20) The Base Condition
　　１１ the St“icture［ＮＰ［Ｓ COMP NP Aux ＶＰ］］, X＼iX= ing and (16･ b）
　　（ＣＯＭＰ→ＰＮＰ土WH) does not apply. In effect, then, S = S' when S
　　is immediately dominated by NP.
This condition implies that only -z‘７１ｇnominals can be analyzable as pure noun phrases and
they, therefore, are considered to have no COMP Such a condition　is first proposed　in
Chomsky (1973) and　it deserves consideration. Since　the effect　of this condition is that
the appicability of the phrase structure rule COMP →ＰＮＰ士WH depends on the pre-
sence of Aux = i7ig in certain specified structures, this condition has the same effect as the
context-sensitive rewriting rule (21).
(21)COMP→ＰＮＰ±WH / inapplicable
　　in the context［ＮＰ［S-ＮＰ泌ｇｖ円］
　　OR
　　Rewrite Aux ａｓｉｎｇ
　　where COMP →ＰＮＰ土WH isｎｏt､applied."
Phrase structure　rules are　traditionally　defined　as a set　of context-free rewriting rules to
restrict the number of possible phrase structure rules ，hence possible grammars. The base
condition requires the modification of this definition . It is Oりvious that the modification of
the definition of phrase structure rule, which is required by the base condition, ｗil】lead to
the undesirable　result　that both　context-sensitive　and context-free rとwriting rules must be
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permitted　as possible phrase　structure　rules. Chomsky's putative universal conditions are
mainly investigated with respect to ｅａｃｈ-01＆ｒ movement and ｌむ/j-movement. In that case, he
assumes that ordinary noun phrases do not contain COMP. Since the structures containing
Ａｕｘ＝ｉｎｇshow the same character with respect　to the proposed universal cconditions, he
concludes that -ｉｎｅnominals must be considered to have no COMP. Consequently, the base
condition is needed which prohibits COMP → Ｐ NP　土WH from applying when Aux is
rewritten as ing. This result is not irrelevant to the fact that the existence of COMP depends
on very special conditions. There is not any convincing reason why　only COMP can be
an empty node in the base.
　Shachter (1976) proposes　ａ new approach　to　gerundive　nominals. '^　1f this analysis･is
adopted within Chomsky's framework, the base condition will be unnecessary.　Shachter's
analysis, too, is not free from the defect which the following discussion shows
　（Ｆｏｔ＼Io，’ｓ一函ｇand Ｔ are mutually exclusive at the level of deep structure within Chom-
Skｙ゛Sframework. That that cannot cooccur with {,for)-lo or ｊ一加g is guaranteed by the
transformational rule which replaces -WH by that when T is present. It is obvious　that
iforytｏ, 'ｓ-iれｇ　ａndＴ are mutually exclusive　at the　level　0f surface structure. But thi?
does not necessarily imply that the mutual ｅχclusiveness　at the level ０ｆdeep structure leads
to signigicant　generalization. For example, within Chomsky's framework, the underlying
structures for infinitives contain　no element which indicates tense.　For Chomsky's frame-
work to be justified, the following sentences of (22) must be rationally explained.'"
　　　　　昌　a. *He seems to come yesterday｡
　　　　　　　　b. He seems to have come yesterday｡
　　　　　　　　c. *It seems that he comses yesterday｡
　　　　　　　　d It seems that he came yesterday.
If complementizers are transformationally introduced, the sentences of (22) can be explicable
on the　basis　of　the cooccurrence　restriction　between　past　tense andｙｅｓtｅｒｄａｙ,which is
necessary for the explanation of the sentences of (23), and the transformational rule which
replaces Past (the formative which indicates past tense) by have-en。
　　　　　(23) a. He came yesterday｡
　　　　　　　　b. *He comes yesterday.
The reason why (22, a) and (23. b) are ungrammatical　is that both　of　them are derived
from the same underlying structure containing an ungrammatical S｡
　　　　　伽）lt seen!S［o he Pres ＣＯ”!ｅyesterday］
The reason why (22. b) and (23. a) are grammatical is that both of them are derived from
the same underlying　structure　containing　a grammatical S　and the Past-replacement trans-
formation properly applies｡
　　　　　(25) It seen!S［Ｓ he Past come yesterday］
The transformational hypothesis　on the introduction of complementizers assumes that there
are　two　kinds　of　have-en　at　the　level　0f surface structure. One is the prefect haｖｅ-ｅｎ，
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which is already present at the level　of deep structure, and the other is the one which is
introduced　by the Past-replacement　transformation. The most natural consequence accord-
ing　to　Chomsky's framework　is that infinitives cannot contain the information concerning
tense, for they　cannot　contain　Ｔ　when　Aux　is　rewritten as （fo均一tｏ.In this case it is
natural for us to conclude that any item which specifies the concrete content　of tense can-
not appear because of lack of the object to specify.^'. But this is not the case as the above･
examples show. Perfect infinitives are, ０ｆcourse, generated within Chomsky's framework.
The following phrase structure rules are proposed. ^^　。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一昌 ＶＰ→Aspect ｖ
　　　　　　　　Aspect→(perfect) (progressive) (passive)
According to these phrase structure　rules, perfect　infinitives are directly generated at the
level of deep structure. A problem arises concerning the semantic content of perfect in-
finitives The ｈｏｍｅ-engenerated　in this way must　!）ｅinterpreted　as having the meaning
of perfect in some cases, and as having the meaning　of past tense in other cases in spite
of the fact that past tense and perfect　are conceptually distinct semantic content. It is not
certain whether or not this approach can be justified on the semantic ground. Even if this
is justified　on the semantic ground, past tense adverbialsづmust be specified with respect
both have-en　and　Past. The　complication　of　the lexicon　cannot　be　avoided. But this
complication　of the leχicon　is unnecessary　if com piemen tizers are transformationally intro-
duced."　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2
　　Pust-have-en　alternation　cannot　be found　only　in　embedded　complement　sentences It
is also found in reduced relative clauses.^''
　　　　　　(27)　ａ.　Anyone having　undergone　yesterday　what　he　underwent deserves ａ
　　　　　　　　　　　vacation｡
　　　　　　　　b. Anyone who underwent yesterday what he underwent deserves ａ vaca-
　　　　　　　　　　　tion.
,(27. a) is derived from (27. b) through the application of the optional relative clause reduc-
tion transformation, which includes　the replacement of　Past　by haｖｅ-ど,z.25　IfChomsky゛S
framework is adopted, we must conclude that the appearance of have-en in reduced relative
clauses　and　the appearance　of　んどzりe-en　in　infinitives are essentially distinct phenomena.
This conclusion　does not　seem plausible　as the above discussion has shown　If reduced
relative clauses are transformationally derived　from relative clauses, Past-have-むz alternation
must be transformatonally　ｅχplained, for a1いrelative　clauses do obligatorily contain tense.
The　appearance ｏt　ｈａｖｅ-en　in　surface　structureres,therefore, are ｅχplained　under　the
generalized principle if complementizers are transformationally introduced.
　　Chomsky's framework itself is very interesting, especially the putative universal conditions
Since it depends on the presupposition that requires the modification of traditionally defined
conditions proposed　to restrict　the number　of possible grammars,・we cannot　easily accept
it.　As for the introduction　of complementizers, the crucial　difficulty　arises　with　respect
to　the　interpretation　of　perfect　infinitives, and　no convincing account is　given　within
Chomsky's framework.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　NOTES
　1. Her argument against Resenbaum's hypothesis consists of five points : (1) complementizers
are not semantically empty, (2) complementizers subcategorize verbs, (3) the relation between the
complementizer placement transformations and the conjunction reduction transformation cannot
be explained under Rosenbau?s hypothesis, (4) complementizers, including WH, are mutually
exclusive and (5) Chomsky's insertion prohibition condition is violated by the complementizer
placement transformations.　For the argument against Cl)-(4), see Ota and Kajita (1974), pp.
395-406.
　2.　Chomsky (1965), p. 146.
　　　　　　The Insertion Prohibition Condition
　　　　‥.ｎｏ morphological material ｡‥　can be introduced into ａ configuration dominated
　　　　by Ｓ once the cycle of transformational rules has already completed　its application
　　　　to this configuration...
　3，　Bresnan (1972), pp. 95-6.
　　　　　　The Fixed Subject Constraint
　　　　No NP can be crossed over an adjacent complementizer.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－S
　　　　　　　　　よＴ
ｙ
　　　　　　二万レ
Ｐ　　‘　゜‘
　4，Ibid･, pp. 171-2.
　5●　Bresnan (1970), p. 312.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＿
　6. This rule is applicable only to the S which results from the application of VP →Ｖ{a}
but this defect can be avoided if VP is rewritten as ^ ＼NP
to VPi-
　7. It is possible that £ａwill be introduced by ａ lexical insertion rule. But the condition
for this rule will become the following one. It is not certain whether this will be generalized
or not.
　　　　　　　［NP;・‥［了ＷＨＮＰｉ-ＶＰコ
　　　　Ｏ「
　　　　　　　［ＶＰ［ＳNP -． ＶＰコ
　　　　Ｏ「
　　　　　　　［了for［ＳＮＰ-ＶＰコ
　8. The violation of the insertion prohibition condition, which results from the fact that both
－
S and S must be cyclic nodes, cannot be avoided by adopting the phrase structure rule S →
COMP NP Aux VP. If this rule is adopted, COMP must be an optional element because believe.
for example, may require S without COMP within Bresnan's framework. This modification is
contradictory to Bresnan's claim that ａ】1S's, embedded or not, have complementizers.
　9. Chomsky (1973), p. 243.
To further sharpen the notion “transformational cycle,”suppose that we impose the general
condition (51):
　　　　C51) No rule can apply to ａ domain dominated by ａ cyclic node /1 in such ａ way as
　　　　to affect solely a proper subdomain of /１dominated by B which is also a cyclic node.
　10ヽIbid., pp-　237, 244.
　11. Ibid., p. 272.
　　　　（d）.ＷＨ becomes Ｚみ討in the context
　　　　　　　　［αＸ［S- ＹＴ・‥］…］　　　　（i）
　　　　　　　　［ａＺ［Ｎ-S’コ(obligatory)　　(ii)
　　　　　　　where ｘ or Y=NP and αis the adjacent cyclic node
The complementizer Z晶Z is introduced by (i).
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　12. Ibid., p.　237.
　13.　For the counterexamples to these conditions, see Yagi (1976) and Bach and Horn C1976).
　14. The conditions on phrase-marker, ０ｆcourse, are not　ａ_　ｐｒioｒiｕue, and they, therefore,
must be justified on the empirical ground. But the number of possible phrase-markers, hence
possible grammars, necessarily increases once the empty node COMP is permitted.　The modifi･
cation of the definition of phrase-marker in such ａ way, therefore will lead to an undesirable
result.
　15.　For the argument against this proposal see Ota and Kajiは(1974), pp. 395-402.
　16.　Chomsky (1973), p. 280.
　17. Ibid., p.　274.
　18. The base condition may be interpreted as ａ transformational rule.
　　　　　　　Ｘ［ＮＰ［COMP Ｐ NP 士ＷＨ］NP tｎｇｖＰ］］Ｙ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　←
　　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　2　　　　　　3　4　E　　6　　　●
　　　　　⇒1，φ, 3, 4, 5, 6
This transformational rule only affects the upper structure .0f a phrase-marker without affecting
any terminal string dominated by it. The modification of the definition of transformational rule
will be needed once this transformational rule is permitted. But there is not any convincing
reason to require the modification.
　19. The following phrase structure rules are proposed in Schachter (1976: p. 225).
　　　　　S→（ＡＤＶ）ＮＰ AUX VP　　　　　　　　　　’」
　　　　　ＮＰ→｛４ＤＥＴ｝ＮＯＭ｝
ＤＥＴ→
　　　　ＮＯＭ→ｔｔｙ;;ＤＪ）Ｎｊ　　　　　　　　　　　　．，
　　　　ＡＵＸ→ＴＮＳ（ＭＯＤ）
　　　　ＶＰ→（ＡＤＶ）（ＰＥＲ）（ＰＲＯ）（ＰＡＳＳ）Ｖ（ＮＰ）（ＰＰ）ｊ‥
For examp＼Ｃ, Ｓａ?ｓ Itａｖｉｎｇｓｏｌｄａ ｃａｒtｏ Ｓｕｓiehas tｈｅ･following underlying structure.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　NP
　　　　　　　　　　　　ぺDET　　　　　　　　NOM
　　　　　　　　　　　｜　　　　　ふ
　　　　　　　　　　　NP　　　　　　PER　　Ｖ　　　NP　　　　ＰＰ’
　　　　　　　　　　　｜　　｜　｜　八八
　　　　　　　　　　Sam　　　　have-en　　sell ａ car ６ Susie
The have-e7i dominated by Per contains the same problem as Chomsky's analysis.
　20. For the more detailed discussion, see Hofmann (1966) and Kajita (1968).
　21. Tense adverbials may freely appear, for there is no element which restricts their appearance･
Verbs, for example can cooccur with any tense element because there is no cooccurrence restriction
between verbs and tense.
　22. Chomsky (1973), p. 274, n. 56.
　23. The same discussion can be made with respect lo perfect gerunds.
　24.　Stockwell, Schachter and Partee (1973), p. 499.
　25. For the more detailed discussion with respect to relative clause reduction and tense, see
Nakano (1975).
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